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Malabar Gold & Diamonds, one
among the largest jewelry retail-
ers globally, has unveiled

‘Opulence’ diamond jewelry collection,
the latest stunning diamond jewellery col-
lection inspired by heirlooms of the world.
The vibrant jewelry collection named
‘Opulence’ revives the beauty of classic
handlooms created for royals. 

The retro collection’s heart is found in
the works of four brocades standing out
as unique inspirations - shimmering
Banarasi, elegant French, royal Turkish
and ornate Chinese Cloud - in classic yet
stylish diamond jewelry settings. The col-
lection has been created using cutting-
edge technology that not only adds more
sparkle to every single diamond but gives
the whole jewelry piece a grand look,
making it perfect for special occasions. 

Every piece in the Opulence collection

is a hallmark of intricate craftsmanship
and thoughtful design inspired from the
luxurious past. At Malabar Gold &
Diamonds, each piece of diamond comes
with an IGI/GIA certification and passes
through 28 internal quality tests which
guarantees that the diamond jewelry pur-
chased is of good quality, correctly
sourced and rightly manufactured. They
also provide lifetime maintenance and
cash buyback guarantee for the jewellery
purchased from all their outlets.

The company also offers exquisite and
beautiful jewellery as a part of various
brands presented at Malabar Gold &
Diamonds’ namely Ethnix - Handcrafted
Designer Jewelry, Era - Uncut Diamond
Jewelry, Mine - Diamonds Unlimited,
Divine- Indian Heritage Jewelry, Precia -
Gem Jewelry and Starlet - Kids Jewelry

Wearable technology today has
intricately woven itself into the
very fabric of our modern lives,

with various wearable devices becoming
mainstream. While these devices serve
primarily as extensions of user’s smart-
phones, their functionality when it comes
to health monitoring plays a major role
as well. With the Huawei Watch GT 2,
Huawei’s latest foray into the wearables
market, Huawei brings to its users a
smartwatch packed with features that
focuses on its user’s health, ranging from
monitoring body data to sports and even
sleeping patterns. Here is how you can
use your Huawei Watch GT 2’s various
health features.

Keep track of every workout
Be it running, swimming, cycling or

even free training, every kind of workout
you do has a different effect on your
body. The Huawei Watch GT 2 is capable
of recognizing up to 15 different kinds of
sports including indoor and outdoor
sports, swimming and free training, fur-
ther recording all the essential data
accurately for a more analytical
approach to your fitness regimen. In
addition to recording the data, the
Huawei Watch GT 2 also helps you with
better workouts, with preinstalled plans
and courses. 

The Huawei Watch GT 2 will also
notify you to get up and exercise at reg-
ular intervals, emitting a tone that
encourages the user to stand up and
move if they have been inactive for a
certain amount of time. Additionally, it
also records your daily step count, num-
ber of calories burned as well as the
number of times you stand.

Monitor your heart rate 
The Huawei Watch GT2 comes with

the all-new self-developed TruSeen 3.5
heart rate monitoring technology that
accurately monitors heart rate in real-
time along with support for oxygen sat-
uration monitoring, giving users an easy
understanding of their heart rate. . If the
heart rate is higher than 100 bpm or
lower than 50 bpm for more than 10
minutes in its inactive state, the smart-
watch will alert the user.

Sleep much better than before
Thanks to the built-in Huawei

TruSleep 2.0 technology, the Huawei
Watch GT 2 can monitor sleep quality,
real-time heart rate monitoring and sleep
breathing quality, then uses this big data
with Huawei AI technology to score

sleep quality. Accurately identifying six
typical sleep problems such as difficulty
falling asleep, shallow sleep, light sleep-
ing during the night, early waking, multi-
ple dreams, and irregular work schedule,
the smartwatch can provide hundreds of
sleep improvement suggestions to
improve your sleep. Additionally, you will
also get 8 detailed reports that include
nighttime sleep duration, deep sleep
ratio, shallow sleep ratio, rapid eye
movement ratio, deep sleep continuity,
awake times, respiratory quality, com-
prehensive sleep monitoring and many
more, all catered towards improving
your sleep patterns.

Maintain your stress levels
Stress is one of the most common

threats today and thanks to the self-
developed Huawei TruRelax technology,
users can relieve stress by recording
Heart Rate Variability values and follow-
ing the instructions for breathing activi-
ties that will help them calm down,
reducing the risk of stress related
threats.

Packing the Kirin A1, Huawei’s first
self-developed wearable chip that
ensures powerful performance with low
power consumption, the Huawei Watch
GT 2 46mm series can operate continu-
ously for up to two weeks, with both the
intelligent heart rate monitor and call
notification functions switched on along
with improved battery life in GPS
tracked sports mode. In the classic
mode, the Huawei Watch GT 2 42mm
series can operate continuously for up to
one week.

The ‘Keeping Up With The Kardashians’ star
has unveiled her newest product for SKIMS
launch - a brand new body tape - as she

admitted she used to use gaffer’s tape to give
herself a better cleavage. Speaking on her
Instagram story, she said: “I am so excited you
guys. Today we are announcing that we are
launching boob tape and we are launching it in
three different shades of nudes. We’re also calling
it body tape. Usually when you see boob tape like
this it comes in one shade. I’ve been working on
this for a really long time and I’ve never seen it in
different shades before. When I started using it, I
would use a gaffer’s tape, which obviously was
super uncomfortable. But this material is super
soft and super stretchy - but not too stretchy
because you want it to hold. It’s like the perfect

amount of stretch.” Meanwhile, the 39-year-old
television personality previously revealed she
wanted to “share her tape secret” with the world.
She shared at the time: “I definitely had to share
my tape secret with you guys!! It’s my secret trick
to have perfect cleavage in photos. You tape them
up so they are super lifted. It takes a little work
but trust me it’s all worth it LOL ... I’ve used
everything from duct tape to packing tape to
masking tape and I think that the best I found is
gaffer’s tape. It sticks the best! Make sure you
don’t have any lotion or oils on when you’re lifting
your boobs up with the tape. Just brace yourself
for when it’s time to take it off LOL. (sic)”

The ‘Back To You’ hitmaker loves the “edgy”
style of throwback fashion and she likes
how trends “come back around”. She said:

“I love going into a time like the ‘80s or ‘90s and
looking at what the edgy kids were wearing, and
then [looking] at what the classic kids would go
out in. I’m inspired by that, and I feel that a lot of
those trends always comes back around.” And the
30-year-old singer likes to “mix” classic and edgy
styles. She added: “I like mixing a classic and
edgy. I go for a black outfit: a simple black dress
or jumpsuit. Then I add edgy accessories to make
it a little bit more rock and roll. “Or I add a red,
because it signifies strength, royalty and power. It
draws peoples’ eyes to you. And it looks good on
me!” Meanwhile, the singer feels the most impor-
tant part of her new Bebe Loves Bebe campaign is
making sure there is clothing that suits all body
shapes because self-love is very important. She
shared to People Style magazine: “The most
exciting part has been definitely being fans show
up to meet and greets, and talking about wearing
pieces with everyone. It’s really cool and impor-
tant that [the collection] be for everybody, no
matter if you’re thin, or thick. Self-love is impor-
tant to promote. For me, especially, because self-
love was always something I struggled with while
growing up. I would look at supermodels in mag-
azines who were always so thin and I wanted to
look like that. I think that thin is beautiful, but so is
thick, and everything in between.”

The ‘La La Land’ star always likes to
choose a particular scent and relate
it to her individual acting roles as it

helps her get into character. She said: “I’ve
been using fragrance to help me define
each character I’ve played since I was 16.
Even now, I can smell that scent and be
taken straight back. My sense of smell is
super-strong - maybe overcompensating
for my terrible eyesight? - so scent has
always been the quickest sense-memory
for me. I remember most of the time peri-
ods in my life through scent.” And the 31-
year-old actress admits she could live
without most beauty products, but she’d
really struggle without perfume. She
added: “I could probably live without
beauty products, but I would be pretty sad
to be without lip balm, perfume, and sun-
screen because without it I’d turn into a
dragon. I have those in my bag at all
times.” The ‘Amazing Spider-Man’ actress
has revealed some of her biggest beauty
necessities - lots of sleep and drinking
plenty of water. She told Vogue.com:
“Sleep is definitely very important to me -
I feel pretty crazy without it. And [I drink]
as much water as humanly possible - turns
out that caps out at about 2 to 3 liters a
day and you can internally drown if you
have too much. The more you know!”
Meanwhile, Emma previously admitted she
felt “gloomy” about coming into her 30s
and admits it was a “bittersweet” experi-

ence. She shared: “I got gloomy for about
a week, but realized the most interesting
part about becoming an adult is most
things become bittersweet. I’m still finding
my voice. It’s OK if not everybody likes
you, and that doesn’t make it more appeal-
ing to convince them of why you are like-
able. So that was a major lesson, not falling
over myself to win over the unwinnable.
Nobody knows what they’re doing! We’re
all just a bunch of people trying to figure
out how to get through the day.”

The ‘Charlie’s Angels’ star feels “so
lucky” to live in this “particular time
of history” as she is at a place

where she is “fully allowed” to express
who she is. She said: “I think I’m so lucky
to live in this particular time of history. I
just think ... if you were to look at kids

right now, even just five years, seven to 10
years younger than me, they would find
my sort of struggle to come to terms with
like identity and communication kind of
silly. And I feed off them, even though I
think that I might’ve had something to do
with feeding that, a little bit, because it
was like ... not the hardest thing to get to
know myself it was just ... it takes a few
years to actually articulate who you are.
And now that I’m living in a time where
that’s fully allowed, in a way that is
expressed and honest ... that wasn’t that
way five to seven years ago.” And the 29-
year-old actress is feeling “stimulated and
progressive” in her career and is ready to
tell the world the stories she wants to.
Speaking to E! News at the Charlie’s
Angels premiere in Los Angeles about
what makes her strong, she added: “And
that I align with the people that I love and
that I want to support. To be specific, who
knows, but I’m very happy right now in
feeling not bored and stimulated and pro-
gressive and in the place that I need to be
to tell the stories that feel true to me. And
that’s rad.”


